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Recap -
What were we looking at last week?

What is a noun?

What does plural mean?

Can you think of an example of a plural word/noun?

What was suffixes did we use last week?



Plural means ‘more than one’.

We have used the suffixes ‘s’ and ‘es’ to add 
to the end of the singular word/noun to 

make it plural.

foxes

booksbuses

brushesbenches



foxes

booksbuses

brushesbenches

For most words, we just have to use the 
suffix ‘s’ to make the word plural. 

So, when do we use the suffix ‘es’?



foxes

booksbuses

brushesbenches

We use the suffix ‘es’ when the word ends in 
x s ch or sh



foxes

booksbuses

brushesbenches

Let’s recap on what we have learned about 
plurals 

(The next few slides are all from previous presentations on plurals)



Plurals

Singular

one cat three cats

When there is just one thing (noun), for example one cat, we call that the 
singular. Singular means only one thing. When there is more than one thing, 
for example three cats, we call that the plural.

Plural



Plurals

Singular

one cat three cats

The singular word/noun says cat. The plural word/noun says cats. 
The plural has ‘s’ at the end of the word. The ‘s’ is a suffix.

Plural

Adding the suffix ‘s’ to the singular (root word) turns it into plural. The word 
now means there is more than one (plural).

A suffix is a letter or a group of 
letters added to the end of a root 

wood.

Here, the root word is the singular 
word/noun. You add the suffix ‘s’ to 

make it plural.



For most words we just add the suffix ‘s’ to the end of it to 
change it into a plural.

one pear
(Singular)

three pears
(Plural)

desk desks

book

pen

books

pens

month months

train

dog

trains

dogs



Adding ‘es’

We add the suffix ‘es’ to words that end in a ‘hiss’ sound –
words that end with x or s, like box and bus.

2 boxes 3 buses



We also add the suffix ‘es’ to the end of words that end in the 
digraphs ch and sh.

2 dishes 3 torchesbenches brushes

Adding ‘es’



So our important rule is…



We add the suffix ‘es’ to words ending in x s ch and sh

benchbusbox brush

benchesbusesboxes brushes



Task 1 – Practising spelling plurals
• Today, you are going to practise spelling plural words.

• You are going to practise spelling words that use the 
suffix ‘s’ and words that use the suffix ‘es’. 

• Practise each word however many times you want to, 
we have included six boxes on the sheet for you to use 
but please do not feel all of them need to be filled!

• Remember, you don’t have to print the sheet off. You 
can do your work on a piece of paper and use the sheets 
as a guide.



Task 2 – Design a Poster
• Now, you are going to use your knowledge 

of plurals to help other people understand 
plurals. 

• You are going to make a poster explaining 
what plurals are and how you turn a 
singular into a plural.

• Your poster must:
- explain what the word plural means
- include examples of plurals
- explain the rule for adding ‘es’
- be eye-catching. 



Challenge – Use the correct suffix

• Write the plural using the correct suffix.

• Some of the words will need the suffix ‘s’ 
and some of the words will need the 
suffix ‘es’. 

• The sheet does not tell you which suffix
to use, you have to choose.

Remember our rule –
We add the suffix ‘es’ to words ending in x s ch and sh


